If you want to look younger, feel younger, and live a long and healthy life, you need to read about this newly discovered secret!

Dear Friends,

Leading anti-aging scientists from research centers and universities around the world are coming to a dramatic and life-altering conclusion that very few people have discovered. Yes, you can actually begin to “turn back the clock” and reverse the effects of the aging process!

Over the past five years, hundreds of research papers have been published in leading scientific journals demonstrating the anti-aging properties of several dozen key “super nutrients.” These little known age-defying nutrients are dramatically changing the way scientists look at the aging process and are completely erasing the old theory that the effects of aging cannot be slowed.

Now you’ll find many of these scientific giants not only recommending these nutrients to friends and family, but also taking them each day themselves!

Leading scientists tell us exactly what you need to feel more energy and vitality than ever before!

Most people aren’t scientists and don’t spend their time reading hundreds of pages of medical journals each week to learn what the latest research is saying about anti-aging. So they simply don’t know what super nutrients to take each day.

But now, for the first time, Sorvana’s award-winning Science Team has done all the work for you!

It is never too early to declare war on aging. The fact is, no matter what your age, the clock is ticking, and time is taking a toll on your body inside and out, even if you can’t yet feel it.

Nobody wants to look or feel older than their years, and now, you don’t have to. When the clock is moving forward, it’s time for REVERSE!®: The Ultimate Anti-Aging Formula.

Turn back the clock starting today!

REVERSE! is formulated to be consistent with the latest scientific understanding of how and why we age. Scientists agree that your fight against aging can be successful only if you take into account all of the body’s structures and functions, and that’s the real advantage of REVERSE! Working at the cellular and molecular level, it provides an exclusive 14-way multi-functional approach to the fight against aging, with a proprietary blend of 75 key, scientifically validated, super nutrients working together to give you head-to-toe coverage.
ReVERSE!® Helps you to beat the clock 14 ways!

1. Protection Against Premature Aging
ReVERSE! is formulated with proven anti-aging nutrients, including trans-resveratrol. This is the amazing natural compound found in red wine that explains what scientists call the French paradox: The French have a low incidence of heart disease, and yet their lifestyle often includes high-fat foods, cigarette smoking, and little if any exercise. The resveratrol in red wine has a potent protective effect, and when taken at higher levels—equivalent to many bottles of red wine—it offers a powerful anti-aging benefit. By revving up powerful anti-aging enzymes called sirtuins, high-dose resveratrol has been shown to significantly increase the healthy lifespan of cells, by as much as 50 percent. Studies have shown very promising anti-aging results with 30 mg daily (the amount found in about 45 bottles of red wine), and that’s what you’ll find in ReVERSE!†

2. Improved Antioxidant Defenses
ReVERSE! optimizes your antioxidant power with vitamins, minerals, and plant-based phytonutrients such as extracts of rosemary, oregano, and pomegranate. They work at the cellular level to protect against free-radical damage, especially to your vital cell membranes and DNA.†

3. Beautiful Skin, Hair, and Nails
You’re only as young as you look and feel, and specific nutrients in ReVERSE! can help both men and women to maintain that youthful glow. These include biotin, riboflavin, zinc, copper, manganese, and grape seed OPC extract, which has been shown in studies to block matrix metalloproteinases, the pro-aging body enzymes that can lead to wrinkles and a prematurely aged appearance.†

Super Nutrient Featured on CBS 60 Minutes!
Resveratrol, the longevity-promoting compound from red wine, is making headline news. On a recent segment of CBS 60 Minutes, top researchers claimed it as a “fountain of youth,” especially when taken at higher levels. Resveratrol was similarly praised as an anti-aging “miracle” on the ABC News special Live to be 150 with Barbara Walters. FOX News has proclaimed the red wine super nutrient to be the “holy grail of anti-aging,” and on The Oprah Winfrey Show, “America’s Doctor” Mehmet Oz has spoken glowingly of how resveratrol can “turn on cellular chemistry that allows you to live longer and better.”

“Each daily serving of ReVERSE! contains the resveratrol equivalent to drinking 45 bottles of red wine each day!”
4. Maximum Brain Power

4REVERSE!* enhances your brain power with thiamin, antioxidants such as Sorvana’s proprietary E-Plex™ vitamin E complex (featuring the essential vitamin in all eight of its natural forms), and a newly developed form of ultra-purified fish oil that features a high potency of DHA, an essential omega-3 fatty acid that helps to nourish and protect your brain and nervous system.†

5. Boundless Vitality and Energy

REVERSE! promotes long-lasting energy with high-potency B vitamins—especially vitamin B12—and energy-balancing adaptogenic herbs including Panax ginseng and schizandra berry. This multi-functional supplement also supplies alpha lipoic acid and N-acetyl-L-cysteine to provide energy at the cellular level.†

6. Cardiovascular Health

REVERSE! protects your heart and circulatory system with the B-vitamins niacin, vitamin B6, and folate, as well as heart healthy nutrients such as cocoa flavanols and reishi mushroom. As you age, your arteries begin to calcify, losing their youthful elasticity. If left unchecked, that calcium can form the basis of deadly arterial plaque. REVERSE! is in the vanguard of advanced supplements that are now featuring natural vitamin K2, the exciting new “miracle vitamin” that has been clinically shown to keep calcium in your bones where it belongs, and out of your arteries. In a landmark 10-year study of nearly 5,000 men and women, those taking 45 mcg of natural vitamin K2 daily saw their risk of death from coronary heart disease reduced by nearly 50 percent. Similarly, their incidence of arterial calcification was also halved. The omega-3 fatty acids EPA and DHA are also crucial to cardiovascular health, and you’ll find a high potency of both in the advanced fish oil soft gels in REVERSE! They’re ultra-purified to be absolutely free of heavy metals and toxins.†

7. Healthy Immune Function

Your complex immune system is your major defense against anything that would attack the body. Immune
### The Ultimate Anti-Aging Formula

#### Nutrient | Benefit | Amount Per Serving
---|---|---
**Vitamin A** | Five powerful food antioxidants best known for vision and immune benefits. | 10,000 IU
**Vitamin C (from Citri-C Complex™)** | PH-balanced vitamin C with two exclusive antioxidant enhancer compounds. | 200 mg
**Vitamin D** | Studies show impressive benefits in almost every area of human health. | 1,000 IU
**Vitamin E (from E-Plex™)** | Cell-protective, free-radical fighting vitamin E in all eight of its natural forms. | 200 IU
**Vitamin K<sub>2</sub> (MK-7 from natto)** | Absolutely essential for bone and cardiovascular health. | 45 mcg
**Thiamin** | Essential for energy, brain, nerve, heart, and muscle function. | 50 mg
**Riboflavin** | Helps vision, hair, skin, and nails; regenerates glutathione for detoxification. | 50 mg
**Niacin** | Three different forms to aid heart, and support normal, healthy blood glucose and cholesterol levels. | 50 mg
**Vitamin B<sub>6</sub>** | Needed for production of proteins, hormones, blood cells, and neurotransmitters. | 50 mg
**Folate** | May reduce risk of neural tube defects; helps maintain normal homocysteine levels. | 800 mcg
**Vitamin B<sub>12</sub>** | Needed for energy production, nervous system, and proper immune function. | 100 mcg
**Biotin** | Important in metabolism of foods; promotes healthy hair, skin, and nails. | 300 mcg
**Pantothenic acid** | Helps fight everyday stress; helps the body to burn carbohydrates and fat as energy. | 50 mg
**Calcium** | Two forms of this important mineral for bone and heart health, and enzyme and neurotransmitter activity. | 1,200 mg
**Phosphorus** | Plays a part in nearly every body reaction; performs more functions than any other mineral. | 100 mg
**Iodine** | Helps regulate hormones for maintaining proper thyroid function. | 150 mcg
**Magnesium** | For bone and heart health; helps to soothe sore muscles and prevent cramps. | 400 mg
**Zinc** | Vital for skin, metabolism, healthy male sexual function, senses of taste and smell, and immunity | 15 mg
**Selenium** | A critical element of the detoxifying antioxidant enzyme glutathione peroxidase. | 200 mcg
**Copper** | A key component of the body’s powerful antioxidant superoxide dismutase (SOD). | 2 mg
**Manganese** | For carbohydrate and fat metabolism, production of SOD and sex hormones. | 2 mg
**Chromium** | Supports normal, healthy blood glucose, cholesterol, and triglyceride levels. | 200 mcg
**Molybdenum** | A component of body enzymes that helps detoxify alcohol and allergens. | 75 mcg
**Potassium** | Helps to maintain smooth nerve impulses and muscle contractions. | 50 mg

You get all this in just 2 packets a day!

---

For Greater Health and Energy Every Day!
support is crucial in the fight against aging, and that’s why REVERSE!® features advanced levels of Sorvana’s exclusive pH-balanced Citri-C Complex™, natural mixed carotenoids, and shiitake mushroom extract.†

### 8. Strong Bones and Teeth

The existing Federal Daily Value of 1000 mg of bone-building calcium is now widely regarded as obsolete; current recommendations are for 1200 mg daily, and that’s what you’ll find in REVERSE!, from multiple sources as recommended by leading nutritionists. You’ll also find multi-source magnesium and boron to aid in absorption, as well as the newly increased recommendation of 1000 International Units of vitamin D3, which has a wealth of whole-body benefits that go far beyond bone building.†

### 9. Flexible Joints

REVERSE! helps maintain joint flexibility and range of motion. If you aspire to a more youthful and active lifestyle, you’ll need a body that can keep pace. REVERSE! provides joint-friendly nutrients, including patented MSM, omega-3 fatty acids, ginger extract, and curcumin from turmeric root, all of which help your body’s normal response to inflammation.†

### 10. Optimal Digestive Health

Nothing gets your attention like a digestive problem, and digestive health is critical for proper absorption, normal elimination, and overall good health. REVERSE!® keeps your digestive system in tune with active probiotics such as the clinically recommended Lactospore®, and it assists detoxification with molybdenum and glutathione precursors, including alpha lipoic acid, broccoli and garlic extracts, and L-glutamine.†

### 11. Increased Feeling of Well-Being

REVERSE! enhances your overall well-being by improving sluggish metabolism with chromium, vanadium, and cinnamon MHCP extract. This is where you’ll
really notice a difference with this comprehensive multi-functional anti-aging supplement. You’ll feel more vibrantly alive and healthy, and you’ll have the additional peace of mind of knowing that you’re doing your best to protect your good health.†

12. Normal Healthy Vision

REVERSE! protects your precious gift of sight with eye-specific antioxidants such as natural beta-carotene and selenium, and the carotenoids lutein and zeaxanthin from the amazing Asian goji berry. They work together to help to protect against age-related macular degeneration (AMD), the leading cause of blindness in people over age 50.†

13. Normal Stress Management

Both physical and everyday emotional stress will take a toll on your health and energy levels. As a world-class anti-aging supplement, REVERSE! helps you to fight back with advanced levels of anti-stress B-vitamins such as pantothenic acid and adaptogenic herbs such as astragalus root.†

14. Healthy Hormonal Balance

Hormonal balance is important for both men and women. REVERSE! can help by supplying key nutrients such as vitamin K2, vanadium, iodine (from sea kelp), and phosphorus.†

A Message from Sorvanna's Co-Founder Ray Faltinsky

"Ever since I was 15 years old and my mom was healed of a crippling case of osteoporosis through the use of nutritional supplements, I have dedicated my life to sharing the good news of nutrition with as many people as I possibly could.

I encourage all my friends and loved ones to take REVERSE! every single day because I know it is the easiest and most affordable way to make a dramatic improvement to their health and well-being, right away. Please join me in sharing this life-changing message with those you love and let's improve the health of the world!"
Exclusive formula cannot be duplicated!

**REVERSE!** is not available anywhere else—it is proprietary to Sorvana™ alone. Duplicating this formula would be next to impossible, even if you tried to buy all 75 ingredients yourself. We actually tried this as an experiment. We went shopping in health food shops, pharmacies, and mega-stores in the local Phoenix metro area, specifically to try and duplicate REVERSE!

**Don’t waste time and money on the mix-and-match method!**

First, we could not even find several of the 75 ingredients in our formula. That’s because they are so advanced and cutting edge that most stores have not even heard of them yet!

Second, the combined cost for the nutrients that we could find totaled *more than $600 for a 30-day supply*.†† That’s like a luxury car payment!

Third, if you wanted to approximate the nutritional value found in two daily packets of REVERSE!, you’d have to swallow 63 pills every day, and you’d still be missing some of the most cutting-edge nutrients in REVERSE!

**Turn back the clock each day for less than the cost of a coffee at Starbucks®!**

If you are truly serious about winning the war against premature aging, you can spend a full day hunting down 75 different nutrients at your local store or on the Internet and still not find all of them, spend more than $600 buying them and then swallow 63 pills each day and still not get all benefits you need. Or, for less than $2.70 a day†††—that’s less than the cost of a coffee house latte—you can take advantage of the ultimate scientifically based anti-aging formula, with its exclusive 14-way protection, by taking REVERSE! every day.

**Truly great health in just two little packets a day!**

With REVERSE!, great nutrition couldn’t be more convenient. No more sorting through dozens of bottles or counting dozens of pills. Just take one packet with breakfast and another with lunch or dinner, and that’s all there is to it! The REVERSE! packets are small enough to carry in your purse or pocket, so you’ll never miss a dose.

**Why spend $600+ per month and take 63 pills a day?††**

**When REVERSE! delivers all that powerful anti-aging nutrition in 2 convenient packets, for just $2.66 per day!†††**

††Based upon the full bottle retail price of individual supplements.

†††Based upon Sorvana’s Auto-Ship (AO) pricing.
How can we be so confident that you will see immediate benefits from REVERSE!®? Because our Science Team that developed REVERSE! is on the leading edge of anti-aging and wellness research. The Sorvana Science Team represents 20 renowned centers of learning around the world including Tufts School of Medicine, Cornell Medical College, the University of Paris, and the University of Queensland, Australia.

Our Science Team members hold a combined 23 advanced degrees; their work has been published in over 1,400 medical and scientific journals and more than 100 books; they have given more than 700 presentations; they are fellows of more than 50 prestigious scientific and medical societies, and they have been honored by their peers with numerous awards and prizes. And to add to these outstanding credentials, the career experience of our Scientific Team totals 346 years!

Can Change Your Life!

The greatest wealth is health, and that is why we are so proud to bring you REVERSE! It is the best way we know to help you to maintain your youth, energy, and vitality all day, every day, for a lifetime. REVERSE! is already helping thousands of people to significantly improve their health. For less than $2.70 a day, you too can begin to maximize your body’s rejuvenating potential and take advantage of the most cutting-edge science on anti-aging and longevity. REVERSE! is your most powerful ally in the fight against aging.

Sincerely,

Your Sorvana Team

†These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.